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Sprinkler Irrigation Development in Oregon
Margaret Collins*
Early Oregon irrigation was practiced mainly in
the eastern and southern parts of the state. These
are arid areas and flood irrigation was common
and necessary for certain crop production. Though
irrigation in western Oregon was not typical, there
was some interest shown by progressive farmers.
Irrigation field meetings were held in Corvallis as
early as 1918 (14).
In the 1920's, Oregon irrigation expanded
mainly through the cooperative efforts of farmers,
pump and equipment dealers, and the Oregon
Agricultural College (OAC) (15, 16). Field experiments, begun in 1907 and run through 1931 as cooperative projects between the USDA and the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, showed substantial increases in field crop yields resulting
from irrigation (Table 1). From field crops, these
experiments were extended to include pasture,
vegetables, and small fruits (Figure 1). These expanded crops also showed increased yields under
irrigation (8).
By 1928, because irrigation improved product
quality, all cannery contracts with the Lane County
cannery near Eugene required that green beans
and beets be irrigated to be acceptable to the cannery. Irrigation of green beans grown for processing produced yields of 6 to 10 tons per acre
whereas the non-irrigated green beans yielded 1
to 4 tons per acre (17).
By the mid-1930's, interest in irrigation for
western Oregon had increased tremendously. The
idea that western Oregon did not need supplemental irrigation, due to its high annual rainfall,
was changing. Examination of weather records
showed that dry conditions existed yearly in the
Willamette Valley during the growing season
months of May, June, July, and August. Irrigation
tours (Appendix A) (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) organized
by Arthur S. King, Extension Soils Specialist, and
sponsored by OAC to inspect irrigation projects in
western Oregon in these early years demonstrated
the positive results of supplemental irrigation.
Chambers of commerce, power companies, newspapers, irrigation equipment dealers, and railroads
joined in the general program of education for
farmers (9).
Though irrigation had been shown to be beneficial to western Oregon farmers, there were still
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problems to overcome. Most of the land was uneven and rolling, and leveling was not economically feasible. In addition, supplemental water in
many instances was limited, being supplied by
streams. In a state where most irrigation to date
had been accomplished by the "flood" or "furrow"
method, these problems posed difficulties to
would-be irrigators. In an effort to overcome these
problems, a different method of applying water—
as opposed to surface irrigation—was needed.
The first beginnings of portable sprinkler irrigation in western Oregon are not completely documented. There are two accounts of the first portable irrigation installation. In 1932, F. Earl Price and

Figure 1. Truck gardening at West Stayton with irrigation.

Figure 2. Willamette Valley Irrigation Tour (September, 1931).
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Table 1. Increases in Field Crop Yields Resulting from Irrigation on the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station
at Corvallis (1931)

Crop
Potatoes
Alfalfa (hay)
Clover (hay)
Grass (hay)
Beans
Kale
Corn (silage)

Yield
130.0 bu.
3.5 tons
4.6 tons
3.3 tons
10.8 bu.
10.6 tons
6.4 tons

191.0 bu.
6.0 tons
6.6 tons
5.1 tons
15.6 bu.
14.0 tons
9.2 tons

Clarence J. Hurd, members of the Agricultural Engineering staff at OAC, were working on the use of
electricity on Oregon farms (18). They became interested in the development of sprinkler irrigation,
found an interested farmer, and decided to assemble a revolving sprinkler irrigation unit on his farm
as an experiment. The farm, about one mile north
of Corvallis, consisted of rolling pasture which
was infeasible to level for flood irrigation purposes. Water, pumped by an electric power motor,
was obtained from a 75-gpm spring, a supply too
small for flood irrigation of the pasture.
For the irrigation experiment, 2-inch used
boiler tubing was screwed together to get watertight lateral lines. From these lateral lines, 60-foot
sections of 1-inch rubber hose were connected to
revolving sprinklers. The tubing could be unscrewed as needed and moved to new locations.
This sprinkler method of irrigation was successful, and Price and Hurd felt that the experiment proved that farmland could be sprinklerirrigated with a limited water supply and without
being leveled (18).
This experiment is credited with being the
forerunner of the first sprinkler irrigation demonstration installation set up in 1934 on an approximate 20-acre plot on the Louis Webber dairy farm
in Tillamook County (19). Crawford Reid of R. M.

Figure 3. Willamette Valley Irrigation Tour at A. A.
Doubrava Farm, Sheridan, Oregon (1932).
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Value

Yield

Value
$117.00
42.00
55.20
39.60
38.88
53.00
32.00

Increase
by Irrigation

Irrigated

Not lrrrigated

$171.90
72.00
79.20
61.20
56.16
70.00
46.00

Yield
61.0 bu.
2.5 tons
2.0 tons
1.8 tons
4.8 bu.
3.4 tons
2.8 tons

Value
$ 54.90
30.00
24.00
21.60
17.28
17.00
14.00

Figure 4. Willamette Valley Irrigation Tour (1933).

Figure 5. Fourth Willamette Valley Irrigation Tour at
Hall's Dairy Farm. Experimental Installation by F. E.
Price and C. Hurd (1933).

Figure 6. Hall's Dairy Farm north of Corvallis irrigating
with a revolving sprinkler (1933).

Wade and Company of Portland furnished the electric motor, pump, and Thompson sprinklers. The
R. H. Pierce Company provided the pipe couplers.
Clarence Hurd, who had resigned from OAC to
become the Head of the Rural Service Department for the Mountain States Power Company
(which had bought ouut the Tillamook Power
Company), and Bill Olson, also of the MSPC, cooperated with Crawford Reid on this project. The
power company furnished the power and Calco
(California Corrugated Culvert Company) furnished
the 5-inch steel pipe which could be moved in
20-foot sections. Sprinkler irrigation soon became
a common sight on the dairy farms of Tillamook
County to keep their pastures green during the
no-rain months of June, July, August, and often
part of September (18).
Another account of the establishment of the
first portable sprinkler installation is credited to
George Kable of the Agricultural Engineering staff
at OAC who, in cooperation with the Mountain
States Power Company, installed a portable sprinkler unit on a dairy pasture in Tillamook County
(5). This project used revolving sprinklers on long
lengths of rubber hose. The sprinklers could be
relocated without moving the permanent lateral
lines.
One important contribution to portable sprinkler irrigation in Oregon was the invention of the
Pierce pipe coupler with the "Chevron" gasket.
Ralph H. Pierce, a graduate of OAC in 1930,
founded the R. H. Pierce Manufacturing Company in Eugene, Oregon. This company began
working in irrigation in 1932 and subsequently
manufactured and made the first irrigation pipe
quick coupler which enabled pipe to be coupled
and uncoupled easily and efficiently in the field.
This invention grew out of the desire to eliminate
the use of threaded pipe in the field, as the threads
had a tendency to rust and break down over time.
The couplers attached to the pipe by the use of
coupler chains with peg locks. The "Chevron"
gasket, so named because of its design shape, utilized a self-sealing rubber gasket which was made
by the Huntington Rubber Mills in Portland. This
quick coupler went into production in 1932 and
was patented in 1934 (13) (Appendix B). Originally
these couplers were rolled out of steel in a spinning machine, which had also been designed by
Ralph Pierce (7).
One of the earliest side roll sprinkler irrigation
systems used in Oregon (Figure 7) was installed
in Cloverdale in 1933. This system, built by two
progressive farmers, Fred Kruitz and his neighbor,
Wilbur Boughton, was used to irrigate a 12-acre
pasture which cared for 22 cows. Cost of this double faucet system in 1933 was $750.
At the 1934 State Fair, a special irrigation exhibit was prepared showing the positive effects of
irrigation on the growth of Ladino clover. Response
to this demonstration was excellent, with 204 per-

Figure 7. Side roll system for irrigation in Tillamook
County (1933).

sons requesting additional information and assistance in developing irrigation projects of their own
(10). Part of the equipment exhibit at the fair
showed sprinkler irrigation components. Oregon
companies donating equipment to the exhibits included the following: pumps—R. M. Wade and
Company, M. Donald Spencer and the Fairbanks
Morse Company, all of Portland; sprinkler system
pipe—the Gates Pipe Company of Hillsboro; canvas hose—the Irrigation Supply Company of Forest Grove; special irrigation couplings—the Pierce
Company of Eugene. Art King, Soils Specialist, and
C. J. Hurd and L. C. Moore, Agricultural Engineers,
were assisted during the fair by representatives of
the Wolally Electric Company, Mountain States
Power Company, and Portland General Electric
Company.
In the mid-1930's, there were three main attitudes toward sprinkler irrigation in western Oregon. A few irrigation dealers and manufacturers
were following the trend closely, and were actively
engaged in developing new designs of pumps and
sprinkler equipment to fit the needs of the farmers.
For example, a new quick pipe coupler was introduced in 1935 by the R. M. Wade Company of Portland. Some dealers were taking an impassive attitude, and still others were making no efforts at all,
feeling that irrigation in western Oregon " ... is
nothing but a passing fancy and is not a profitable
enterprise" (1).
E. H. Davis, Agricultural Engineering Extension
Specialist at OAC, spent 91/2 months of 1935-36
surveying new irrrigation developments in western
Oregon. In 1936, 43 of 155 new irrigation projects
used some type of sprinkling system (Table 2).
That same year, Madewell Manufacturing Company of Oakland, California, sent irrigation pipe
which employed "gates" for water distribution to
be tested in Oregon at the Girl's Industrial School
near Salem (1) (Figures 8 and 9). Following testing,
the pipe was returned to the manufacturer with
suggestions on how the pipe could be modified for
use in western Oregon.
Another new development to surface at this
time was portable low-pressure perforated pipe.
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Table 2.

Data on irrigation projects surveyed (1936)
Type of System

County
Benton
Clackamas
Columbia
Coos
Douglas
Lane
Lincoln
Linn
Marion
Multnomah
Polk
Tillamook
Washington
Yamhill
TOTAL

Number
of
Surveys
13
13
11
7
13
20
4
7
19
2
10
3
10
23
—
155

Flood
10
11
11
5
7
6
4
6
12
9
2
9
20
—
112

Rotary
Sprinklers

Power Available

Perforated
Pipe
Sprinklers

Electricity

Gasoline

1
4
5

3
2
3
1
8
4

8
6
4
5
5
13

3
6
2
1
1
6
8
—
48

1
12

3
2
1
2
9
1
6
1
1
1
2
29

Figure 8. Galvanized 4-inch pipe with gates 5 feet
apart was given a test on the Girl's Industrial School
land near Salem (1936).

1
1
1
1
—
14

Gravity

4
4
11
—
73

was made to determine capacities and distribution at
various pressures.
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3
4
3
1
5
2
4
—
34

196
314
178
59
338
285
147
67
302
17
144
30
112
350
—
2539

The W. R. Ames Company of San Francisco, California, manufactured the pipe. The intial tests (Figures 10 and 11) conducted in Oregon by F. E. Price
and Ivan Branten of the OAC Agricultural Engineering Department, and Art King, Extension Soils
Specialist, showed the pipe to be an efficient lowpressure portable irrigation method. This system
was subsequently field tested in a filbert orchard
near Springfield, Oregon, and found satisfactory
(11). Working at low pressures, the pipe allowed
wetting between tree rows without excessive wetting of the trees (Figures 12 and 13) (12). Additional field testing of this pipe was conducted by
Crawford Reid and Everett Davis on a farm near
Scappoose, Oregon. As a result of this work, portable perforated pipe irrigation was recommended
as an alternative to high-pressure revolving

Figure 10a. The initial test
in Oregon of perforated
pipe for use on pastures

Figure 9. End view of the gated pipe showing the pattern of distribution (1936).

2
5
4
1

Acres
to be
Irrigated

Figure 10b. The first test,
under field conditions, to
determine the ability of
soils to absorb water at the
rate which it is applied with
perforated pipe. Conducted
on Ralph Laird's farm near
Jasper in Lane County.

sprinklers in orchards or for use with lighter soils
which could handle the high application rates of
water. This irrigation method was installed on five
Willamette Valley farms in 1936.

Figure 11a. The pumping
unit needed for the field
test consisted of a 3-hp gas
engine and a 120-gpm centrifugal pump borrowed
from the Agricultural Engineering Department.

Figure 11b. Mr. Laird's
permanent perforated pipe
installation in operation on
a field of alfalfa. Flexibility
in the joints will permit use
of the pipe on uneven land
as shown here.

Figure 12. Laying out sprinkler pipe between two
rows of trees. A wooden mallet was used in joining
pipe sections to insure water-tight joints (1937).

Figure 13. The low-pressure perforated pipe was used
in irrigating rough orchard land (1937).

New equipment relative to revolving sprinkler
systems in 1936 included the development of the
Rainbird sprinkler head, which operated efficiently
on pressures ranging from 25 to 40 pounds per
square inch and had proven satisfactory for irrigating pastures and truck crops. Also new was the
design of the Gardner-Denver centrifugal pump,
which would develop 35 to 40 pounds pressure at
the sprinklers at 1,750 revolutions per minute. Testing of the Pierce pipe coupler in 1936 gave satisfactory results on low-pressure sprinkler systems.
Previously this coupler was used on high-pressure
systems only but tests showed the Chevron gasket
sealed securely on lower pressures also (2). This
factor extended the usefulness of this particular
coupler greatly (Figures 14 and 15).
Irrigation field meetings (Table 3), equipment
dealer meetings, and irrigation problems study
sessions with electric power rural service men
were conducted and sponsored by the OAC. The
Willamette Valley Irrigation Tour, an annual event
since 1930, attracted 250 persons in 1936 and was
considered the most successful to date (Appendix
C).
County agents, equipment dealers, and rural
service men of the electric companies were giving
more attention to irrigation problems as the years
passed in the mid-1930's, relieving the pressure
somewhat on the Extension Specialists of OAC.
The Departments of Soils and Agricultural Engineering at the college ran numerous uniformity
tests on sprinklers and perforated pipe to determine their rate and efficiency of water application
(Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19) (20).
Interest in portable sprinkler irrigation was
constantly increasing (Figures 20, 21, and 22),
however, there was still some skepticism on the
part of the farmers and professionals alike, i.e.,
"During the past season, there has been a rapid
increase in the area placed under irrigation by
sprinklers—particularly in the use of portable revolving sprinkler systems. This development was
pioneered by the Department of Agricultural Engi7

Figure 16. The OAC Departments of Soils and Agricultural Engineering ran hundreds of sprinkler tests in
the mid-30's and early 1940's.

Figure 14. Pierce pipe couplers used on low-pressure
sprinkler systems. The gaskets can be seen on the
taper and elbow in these photos (1937).

Figure 17. These sprinkler "test results aided in the
development of new equipment and in establishing criteria for the design and operation of sprinkler irrigation
systems" (20).

Figure 15. Here the coupler is shown in position at
a 90-degree turn in the pipe line. The levers held the
joint securely and prevented the connection from
"blowing out" (1937).
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Figure 18. Perforated pipe performance was also
tested by researchers at the college.

Table 3. Irrigation meetings and tours conducted (1936)
Date

County

April 18
April 23
May 16
May 27
August 11
August 14
August 17
August 18
August 19
August 20
August 21
August 22
August 25
August 26
August 28

Columbia
Equipment Demonstrations
Tillamook
Equipment Demonstrations
Linn
Equipment Demonstrations
Lane
Equipment Demonstrations
Columbia
Result Demonstration Tour
Tillamook
Result Demonstration Tour
Polk
Result Demonstration Tour
Linn
Result Demonstration Tour
Marion
Result Demonstration Tour
Lane
Result Demonstration Tour
Lane
Result Demonstration Tour
Benton
Result Demonstration Tour
Willamette Valley Tour
Willamette Valley Tour
Clackamas Result Demonstration Tour

TOTAL

Figure 19. Interested farmers and equipment dealers
viewing perforated pipe testing.

Figure 20. Typical revolving sprinkler system irrigating pole beans in 1937. The pipe lines were laid on the
ground and run parallel with the rows. Risers and
sprinklers were attached to the supply line.

Kind of Meetings

Attendance
13
73
77
47
11
35
22
18
38
54
45
26
75
150
35
719

neering at the college. It is quite possible that there
is a definite tendency at the present time for an
over-development in this type of irrigation ....
"This matter should be given considerable attention in the future since if the development is
allowed to continue along present lines, it can only
lead to an installation of many uneconomical irrigation projects" (11).
Experiments on irrigation of tomatoes in the
Milton-Freewater district by revolving sprinklers
were conducted in 1937-38. This work was a cooperative project of the Oregon Committee on the
Relation of Electricity to Agriculture, Oregon State
College Extension Service, the Pacific Power and
Light Company, and two cooperating farmers. The
Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture, with F. E. Price as Chairman, purchased the
two sprinkling systems tested. Calco and Wade
sprinkler pipes and Rainbird and Buchner sprinkler
heads were used. These tests, conducted over

Figure 21. Occasionally the pipe lines were supported
on posts the height of the beans, with the sprinkler
heads connected close to the pipe (1937).
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Figure 22. Revolving sprinkler system in operation in
the 6-acre field of Blue Lake canning beans grown on
Shaffner Brothers truck farm north of Eugene (1937).

several years, indicated that portable sprinkler
irrigation could be of benefit to farmers in eastern
as well as western Oregon (3). In fact, sprinkler
irrigation tests were begun in eastern Oregon in an
effort to lower production costs, which were high
because of power costs for pumping large quantities of water used in furrow irrigation.
From this beginning, interest in sprinkler irrigation in eastern Oregon was generated and it expanded in the following years to include truck and
orchard crops (4). Irrigation tours (Figures 23, 24,
and 25), demonstrations, individual surveys, and
irrigation meetings were still being held yearly to
demonstrate the types of irrigation systems available and the results being obtained from them.
In 1939, a non-revolving low-pressure sprinkler
head was developed in Oregon by Si Young of
Newberg (Figure 26). The sprinkler operated on 15
pounds pressure and applied water in the form of
a square. This Jupe's Pal sprinkler was recognized
as a positive step toward lowering irrigation costs
from the standpoint of equipment and power (4).
Following this development, irrigation companies
also developed low-pressure revolving sprinkler
heads which operated on 15 pounds pressure.
Hobert Stout of the Stout Company in Eugene,
Oregon, developed a new steel irrigation pipe
coupler in the late 1930's. Previously, he and his
two business partners, Ed Franzwa and Oren Beymer, had used the Pierce coupler welded to 20-foot
lengths of old boiler pipes for irrigation purposes.
Stout, and a man from San Francisco named Masters, subsequently patented this new coupler,
which allowed automatic locking and unlocking
without the use of levers or chains (Figure 27) (6).
In the early 1940's, V. C. Bushnell of the Soils
Department at Oregon State College ran distribution efficiency tests on many of the new sprinklers
which were being marketed in this rapidly expanding field. He tested such products as Rainbird
No. 40 and Jupe's Pal sprinklers and Ames Perf-0Rain pipe. Changes in construction of the Jupe's
Pal sprinkler to improve the distribution uniformity
were facilitated through the help of testing done by
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Figure 23. The Ninth Willamette Valley Irrigation Tour
(1938).

Figure 24. The 1938 Willamette Valley Irrigation Tour.

Figure 25. By 1938, sprinkler systems were becoming
commonplace sights during the annual irrigation tours.

Figure 26. The "Jupe's Pal" sprinkler, developed and

manufactured by Doras Si Young, Wilsonville, Oregon,
during the 1930's (1939).

CONSERVE WATER
By Using

Stout "Automatic-Lock" Pipe Coupler
On Your Irrigation Pipe Lines.
Put water where you need it .. When you need it.

of progressive farmers, power and irrigation supply
companies, and many staff members in the Soils
and Agricultural Engineering Departments at Oregon State Agricultural College. Through their endeavors, sprinkler irrigation in Oregon is now the
rule rather than the exception, and the benefits of
increased crop yields and greater crop quality are
a lasting tribute to their achievements.
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APPENDIX A
FOURTH WILLAMETTE VALLEY IRRIGATION TOUR
(1933)
Sponsored by the Oregon Agricultural College Extension Service
August 29
8:00 am

Leave Imperial Hotel

9:30 am

Arrive S. B. Hall's farm, eleven miles out of
Portland on Sandy Boulevard

11:00 am

Arrive Ed Frendenthall's "Fir Grove" Dairy,
one mile out of Hillsboro towards Portland

12:00 am

Lunch at John Thornburgh's ranch, served
by Gales Creek Women's Club, 50 cents

3:30 pm

Arrive Chester Mulkey's farm, 4 miles out of
McMinnville on Coast Highway

5:00 pm

Arrive J. A. Campbell's dairy farm near
Perrydale

August 30
8:30 am

12

College Fast Farm—Berries and vegetables

10:15 am

College dairy pasture

11:00 am

Hall's Dairy farm-1 1/2 miles north of Corvallis on Albany Highway. Hall sprinkles
with the revolving sprinkler.

12:15 pm

Lunch, First Presbyterian Church at Independence. Discussion of Hop Irrigation.

1:45 pm

Colony Farm, near Horst Bros. Hop Yard,
Dallas-Salem Highway

3:00 pm

Coleman Marks, four miles south of Barlow,
Clackamas County

4:00 pm

Dickey Prairie Community Project, near
Molalla

5:00 pm

Dalton Community Project

APPENDIX B
PIERCE COUPLER PATENT APPLICATION
(1934)
Courtesy R. H. Pierce Manufacturing Co., Eugene, Oregon

Patented Jan.

1,945,293

30, 1934

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
1,945,293
PIPE JOINT
Ralph IL Pierce, Eugene, Oreg.
Application October 13, 1931. Serial No. 568,582
1 Claim. (CL 285-193)
My invention relates to appliances for joining
the ends of unthreaded pipe. They are commonly
used as field joints, have some value as expansion joints to take care of the movement due to
5 temperature changes, and are especially useful
in connection with the laying of lines of welded
steel pipe.
Welded steel pipe is commonly made of metal
too thin to allow threading and coupling with
1 0 threaded couplings. The only other alternative
is then a welded field joint, difficult and expensive
to execute in a trench, or a coupling having a
packing so that it can be applied to the pipe and
will result in a fluid tight joint.
:o The problem here involved is many years old
and many attempts have been made to solve it;
a very successful coupling so far as tightness is
concerned is made on the stuffing box principle
having bolts to tighten a rubber ring and com20 press it around the pipe. It is, however, expensive to build and difficult to properly tighten in a
trench.
Before my new invention, so far as I am aware
and as I believe, all joints heretofore made by
25 cup-rubbers, to coin a word, that is to say rubbers
that depended upon the internal pressure of the
contained fluid to make them hug the pipe, have
been commercial failures for the reason that if
the cup-rubber was made enough smaller than
30 the pipe it was to encircle so that the original
grip of the rubber on the pipe would result in a
tight joint then it was practically impossible of
assembly in the field, and conversely if made so
that the pipe could readily be inserted within it
35 in the field, then it would invariably leak until
the pressure reached a very considerable amount
and began to have its effect toward making the
rubber grip the pipe.
These pipe jobs are installed under the super40 vision of inspectors, and an inspector seeing a wet
joint and particularly one throwing a small stream
of water will condemn the joint and demand its
replacement. Again if any considerable number
of joints are used in a pipe line the aggregate
45 leakage will often amount to enough to prevent
raising the pressure in the pipe line to a point
where the pressure on the internal side of the
cup-rubber begins to take effect.
50 In order to meet the conditions the cup-rubber
must be capable of sealing over ordinary unfinished pipe at any pressure from zero up to the
test pressure required on the pipe line and higher.
As before stated there is no difficulty with high
55 pressure, the low pressure having heretofore been
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the point presenting the insurmountable difficulty.
To meet the conditions heretofore enumerated
and produce a joint that is well designed as to
strength, economical of material, easy to install 60
in the field and permanently tight under all
pressures is the purpose of this my present invention.
I accomplish the objects of this invention by
the structure illustrated in the accompanying 65
drawing in which a pipe joint made to accommodate the adjacent ends of two pipes but having
only one inserted, is shown partly sectioned, in
Fig. I.
Fig, IL is an end view 'of-Fig.. I looking In-the 70
direction of-the arrow in Fig. I;
Fig: III‘is a small_section of ray'new type cuprubber.
A pipe sleeve. 4, •having.cup-rubber pockeLv5,
an internal, rib, 6 i and external endlbells,•.7.„ may 75
be conveniently made by cold rolling a piece of
tubing of the type used for making deep draw
articles. It may also be cold rolled from a good
grade of soft iron and should have a thickness
proportioned to the internal pressure that it is 80
expected to carry. On account of the finished
shape as shown it will have a much greater rigidity than a piece of plain tubing of equal length
and shell thickness. The cup-rubber pocket, 5,
will have an internal surface that is an arc of a 85
circle, preferably somewhat less than a half circle. The cup-rubber, 8, is shown in Fig. I to hug
the inside of this circular arc closely but it is
not molded on that part of its surface to a uniform circular outline. That part of it, shown 90
in Fig. III and designated by the arc, A, is made
to a longer radius than that part of it designated
by B, the arc B being made to the same radius
as the inside of the cup-rubber pocket, 5, will lay
in the pocket very smoothly, while that part 95
represented by the arc A requires some compression and therefore the lip, 8a, is bent down as
shown in Fig. I and tends to make a preliminarily
tight joint at this point while pushing the arc A
firmly to its seat.
100
It has been found expedient to make a cuprubber in this manner and about of the proportions illustrated in order that the pipe indicated by numeral 9 may be readily inserted and
at the same time tighten the cup-rubber into 105
its seat.
The cup -rubber, 8, has a cup, 8b, and as molded
the cup will be roughly a triangle though the
shape may be varied somewhat without particular
disadvantage.
110
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Now comes the outstanding point of my new
invention, that which makes it a success when
all other similar appearing appliances have
proved failures; and this is the feather-edge
6 lip, 8c. This, as the name I have given it indicates, has a feather edge at 8d and may be
even thinner, in proportion, at its juncture with
8, shown at 8e, than the scale of the drawing
would indicate. It will be well even on the
io largest cup-rubbers to make it a sixteenth of an
inch or less at the point indicated as 8e and
it should be actually brought down to a feather
edge having no appreciable thickness at 8d. The
width of it, so long as it has an appreciable
16 width indicated by W is not so important. It
should however be from one-eighth to threesixteenths of an inch wide, or wider for rough
pipes, for best results.
It will be noted also that the feather-edge
21) lip, 8c, has an internal surface arranged to be
practically parallel to the axis of the pipe and
it will also be noted by comparing the position
of 8c in Fig. III with the position of the same
structure in Fig. I where it is marked W that
25 both the dependent or internal part of the cuprubber and the feather-edge lip itself will have
taken some initial stretch upon the insertion of
the pipe 9 as shown in Fig. I.
In previous structures,' heretofore generally
3 0 referred to, the feather-edge lip is absent. Owing
to the fact that it is impracticable, commercially,
to lathe finish the ends of pipe for this class
of work, they are always rough and as they are
almost invariably dipped with some sort of as3 5 phaltic compound which does not harden Smoothly the surface will always be more ;or'less -uneven
and that- part :of the-cUp-rubber orlirectly:-Indicated by numeral 8 in Fig. III will not 'conform .Sufficiently close to the uneven surface to
provide a tight joint until the pressure within
the cup-rubber or in that space indicated by
8b has reached a very considerable figure.
Rubber, contrary to the general impression,
is somewhat difficult to compress even though
45 of the softer grades. When not closely confined
it merely displaces upon the application-of pressure upon a particular point and actual compression requires pressure in considerable amount.
When pressure is applied evenly all over the enb0 tire surface, as' it will be within the cup-rubber

at 8b, no sensible compression of the rubber takes
place without considerable internal pressure in
the pipe. This is not true, however, of the
feather-edge lip, 8c, being very thin it stretches
easily and will closely conform to the rough 80
surface of the pipe and even make a tight joint
over the seam ridge commonly left when the
pipe is made by autogenous welding. If this
feather-edge lip were the total sealing device
it would be insufficient, but as made it will take 85
the pressure first at the extreme edge 8d when
it is a very small fraction of a pound per square
inch and the sealing effect is thought then to
progress towards 8c as the pressure increases
and it is known that when the pressure increases 90
to large amounts, and they have been tested to
1600 lbs. per sq. in. on a four inch pipe, the
pressure sealing effect is then effective through
the heavier parts of the cup-rubber indicated
95
generally by the numeral 8 in Fig. III.
The cup-rubber should be made of tough and
highly resilient rubber compound in the manner
well known to the art of making up rubber
articles and the ingredients are not of importance
so long as the resilient tough quality is attained 109
and it may be rubber or anything else having
the well known qualities of rubber.
Since all pipes are painted it will be well to
swab a little fresh paint on the end of the
pipe, 9, just before inserting in the joint as it 105
will then enter the cup-rubber 8 very easily, the
paint will have no detrimental action against
the sealing qualities of the feather-edge lip.
Having thus disclosed my new invention so
that anyone familiar with the art to which it 113
appertains should be able to make and use it
-in the best form known to this inventor,. what
I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is
In a pipe joint, a sleeve member, an annular 115
internal semi-circular section groove in said
sleeve member, a cup-rubber adapted to bear in
said groove and having approximate quadrants
of said bearing of different radii. said cup-rubber
including a dependent feather-edge lip to said 120
cup, being thin and stretchable and adapted to
conform closely to a rough surface of an inserted
pipe prior to the application of internal fluid
pressure.
RALPH H. PIERCE. 125
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APPENDIX C
PROGRAM
for
THE SEVENTH ANNUAL WILLAMETTE VALLEY IRRIGATION TOUR
August 25-26, 1936
First Day
Tuesday, August 25
8:30 am Stahley Brothers' Farm
Two miles east of New Era in Clackamas
County. New Era is south of Oregon City on
the east side Pacific Highway. At New Era,
take the road east that leaves the highway
at the top of the hill. Ladino clover irrigated
for pasture. Strip border method. Water
pumped from creek. Electricity for power.
9:45 am Mrs. H. L. Carl Farm
Two miles east of Hubbard. Ladino clover
irrigated for pasture. Electric pumping plant.
Strip border system of irrigation.
10:45 am George Harper Farm
Directly across the road from the Checkerboard service station near Gervais. Deep
well drilled for irrigation purposes. Alfalfa,
Ladino clover, and beets.
11:30 am R. H. Clark Farm
Four miles east of Salem on the "Pen" road.
Ladino clover pasture. Water pumped from
deep well.
LUNCH
1:30 pm Cars assemble at Turner for tour of West
Stayton irrigation project.
1:45 pm Ed Gilbert Farm
One and one-half miles south of West Stayton. Beans, potatoes, red clover.
2:15 pm Oscar Stahl Farm
One-fourth mile north of West Stayton. All
kinds of vegetable crops.
2:45 pm R. L. Goss & Son Farm
One mile west of West Stayton. Forty-five
acres of string beans.
3:15 pm Charles Hart Farm
Three miles east of Jefferson at Green's
bridge. One hundred acres of vegetable
crops. Revolving sprinkler system. Quickcoupling pipe. Gasoline for power.

Second Day
Wednesday, August 26
8:30 am Ralph Kester Farm
One mile northeast of Suver. Suver is in Polk
County just east of the west side Pacific
Highway near the Benton County line. Forty
acres of Ladino clover pasture. Electric
pumping plant. Concrete pipe line.
9:45 am M. B. Findley Farm
At Derry Station near Rickreall on the SalemDallas highway. Ladino clover pasture. Electric pumping plant.
10:30 am Albert Bouffleur Farm
One and one-half miles northwest of Salem
on Popcorn Road. Evergreen blackberries.
Revolving sprinkler system. Water pumped
from deep well.
11:15 am Harold Tompkins Farm
Located on Grand Island. Sprinkler type of
irrigation suitable for truck farming.
12:30 pm Luncheon sponsored by the McMinnville
Chamber of Commerce and the Willamette
Valley Project Committee. Short program
following the luncheon.
3:00 pm R. H. Warrens Farm
Five miles northwest of Forest Grove on
Gales Creek Highway. Potatoes, clover seed,
sweet corn, pasture. One electric pumping
plant; one gasoline pumping plant. At this
stop a demonstration of preparing land for
strip border irrigation has been arranged.
4:30 pm John Thornburgh Farm
Three miles beyond the Warrens farm on
the same road. Two hundred acres of land
under irrigation. General farm crops. Electric pumping plant. Concrete pipe line.
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APPENDIX D
STOUT ALUMINUM PORTABLE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
Courtesy Western Irrigation Co., Eugene, Oregon

PORTABLE

PATENTED
POSITIVE SEALING
COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
ENGINEERED TO A STANDARD
SURPASSING ANY OTHER PORTABLE
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT

IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT CO.

2003 FRANKLIN BLVD. EUGENE, ORE.
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COMPLETE LINE OF
ALUMINUM PARTS
Stout's Irrigation Systems include
a complete line of aluminum
parts. Such accessories as teejoints, elbows, reducers, and
dead-end plugs are all manufactured from alloyed and tempered
aluminum.

ENLARGED DIAGRAMMATIC
VIEW OF ONE TYPE OF
PUMP INSTALLATION
20

OTHER EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES

ALL IN ONE!
COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
TO ENGAGE . . .
simply push end of pipe into
coupler .. . hook slips easily over
shoulder and locks securely.

TO DISENGAGE .
twist pipe to left until hook
clears end of shoulder,
then pull.

easily accomplished from a distance

AUTOMATIC LOCK
MANUAL UNLOCK
stabilizer in position

A POSITIVE LOCK
FOR SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
21
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